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Comparison of assumptions of two algorithms that learn a causal network 
from data.
Director: Dr. George McRae
A b s tra c t
In computer science and mathematics there are many efforts to model 
the knowledge of an expert. The theory of Causal networks is one of several 
approaches.
The idea of incorporating new knowledge in a causal network has been suc­
cessfully developed, and some reasonable algorithms for this exist. However, 
the problem how to get such a causal network remains. Recently, there have 
been many efforts to develop algorithms that learn a causal network from 
a set of data. The Baysian approach from Cooper and Herskovitz (Cooper, 
G.F.; Herskovitz, E. ”A Baysian Method for Induction of Probability Net­
works from Data” , Machine Learning, 9, 309-347, 1992, Kluwer Academic 
Publisher.) and the approach from Verma and Pearl ( Pearl, Judea; Verma, 
Thomas. ”An algorithm for deciding if a set of observed Independencies 
has a causal explanation” . Proceedings 8th Conference on Uncertainty in AI, 
323-330, 1992.) are described and compared in this work.
Even though both approaches tackle the problem from a very different point 
of view, they have similar assumptions. The weakness of both is their re­
quirement in a large database; furthermore, both assume that this database 
is generated by a network of a special structure. The algorithm from Verma 
and Pearl does not provide a solution that is satisfactory in practice. The 
algorithm from Cooper and Herskovitz requires, besides the database, fur­
ther knowledge about the network. In practice, this is also hard to provide. 
Nevertheless, both algorithms provide some new thoughts on which new al­
gorithms can be based.
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C hapter 1 
Introduction
Learning is considered to be a hard problem. Lately, there are many efforts in 
computer science and mathematics to find reasonable algorithms for learning. 
One such held, where a learning algorithm is desireable, is the field of causal 
networks \
A causal network is a qualitative and quantitative description of the relations 
among certain events. Suppose we have two events that influence each other 
or, to be more precise, one event is supporting the other event. For example, 
the event that a child is playing outside without a coat is supporting the 
event of the child having a flu the next day. The actual occurrence of one 
event (playing outside without a coat) does not imply the other (having a flu 
next), but knowing something about the first event is influencing our belief 
in the second event. Such relations between two events can be expressed in 
an <if-then> structure: if the child is playing outside without a coat then 
our belief in the child having the flu next day increases. Now, if we have a 
whole collection of such events that influence each other then we can express 
the relations among the single events with the help of a directed graph. For 
Example, if we have
A = child was playing outside without a coat 
B  =  child has the flu 
C = child can not go to school 
D = child’s brother is celebrating a wedding 
JS = child does not know today’s homework
‘Causal networks are also often called: Baysian Networks or Belief Networks
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then we can express this in the following graph; A —* B C ^  E  and 
D - * C
If for each node we also have the probability of that node given its parents 
then we call this graph together wither the conditional probabilities a causal 
network. For example, we could have that the probability of the child getting 
a flu if it was playing outside is 60 %.
But the theory of causal network consists of more than just the description 
of such relations. The interesting question is, what happens if we get new 
information about some of the events. For example, if somebody tells us 
that the child has a flu, how is that affecting our belief in the other events 
(playing outside, going to school, wedding, and homework)?
The last 10 years there was a lot of research on this field, and some reasonable 
techniques for handling this problem with a computer have been developed. 
After discovering the theory of probability propagation in causal networks 
one problem, however, remained. How do we get a causal network. The 
only way to get such an causal network was to ask an expert? In medicine, 
for example, they asked doctors to provide a network and such conditional 
probabilities. But this is a long and difficult task, and it gets even to the 
question to which extend an expert is able to explicitly express its expertise; 
furthermore, there might be some fields of interest where such an expert just 
does not exist. In short, it would be nice if we could learn a causal network 
from a set of data. And this is what is work is about. Here we present 
and compare two algorithms that try to ’learn’ a causal network from data. 
Chapter 2 gives some basic definitions about probability theory, graphs and 
causal networks. Chapter 3 then presents the two algorithm, points out the 
assumptions that each approach makes, and compares them.
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C ausal N etw orks
2.1 B a sics  o f  P rob ab ility , G rap h s, and  C ausal 
N etw ork s
To develop the theory of causal networks, we first need some basic ideas from 
probability theory and graph theory. The following is a collection of some 
definitions and basic theorems.
2.1 .1  P ro b a b ility  T h eory
D efin ition  2.1 [ sample space]
The set of all possible experimental outcomes is called a sample space and 
is denoted by fi.
N o te  2.2 [ sample space ]
If we have a sample space like
n  =  { (a ,,6j,Cjfc) I 1 < i j , k  < n}  
then we abbreviate it sometimes by 0  =  {a,6jCfe | 1 < i , j ,  fc < n}
D efin ition  2.3 f  events relative to Ù ]
Let .F be a set of subsets of Q such that
1 . n  e  f
2 . A  and B e  F  => A U  B  e
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3. A  £  = >  A E ^  ( where A  is the complementary set of A)
Then tF is called a set of events relative to fi .
N o te  2.4 J^= V {Ù )
Most of the time we will use F  = P (fl) where V{0.) means the powerset of
n.
D efin ition  2.5 [ probability space, probability measure j
Q : sample space
F  : set of events relative to Q
Let pr : F  — > IR be a function such that
1. pr{A) > 0 for all A E
2 . pr[Q) = 1
3. Ai e  F  mutually disjoint = >  =  ^ p r ( A i )
' I  ̂ i
Then pr is called a probability measure on F  and {U,F,pr)  is called proba­
bility space.
Now we define the notion of a propositional variable. Later a network of such 
propositional variables will constitute the causal network.
D efin ition  2 .6  [ propositional variables J
0  : sample space 
(0 ,j^ ,p r)  : probability space 
n , : be a finite set
Let X be a function such that X  : 0  — > fHi 
Then X is called a propositional variable .
We will use the propositional variable in a way which is illustrated in the 
next example.
E x am p le  2.7 [ propositional variables j
If Q, is defined in the following way
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fii =  {flijtta}
Ü2 -  {61, 62}
^3 — {ci, Cg}
f i  =  X  ^ 2  X  1̂ 3 and we have projection functions
A  : Q — > where j4(a,6jCfc) =  a, for A: = 1,2
B  : Ü — y 1Î2 where B{aibjCk) =  bj for i , j ,  A: =  1,2
C : il — y fila where (7(a,6jCfc) =  cjt for i , jy k  = 1,2
Then A , B , C  are propositional variables.
We need the next definition to get the connection between our network
of propositional variables and a single sample space. To apply the usual
probability theory, we need to define all the probability variables on one 
common space.
D efin ition  2.8  [ joint distribution]
{Ùiy Fiypvi) : probability space for the propositional variable Xi : fi, — y IR, 
We define now fi =  Qi x . . .  x and 
is the powerset of events relative to fi 
Now the probability that X i  takes the value x i, X2 takes the value ®2, • • •, 
takes the value x„ will be denoted by P{Xi = X i,. . . ,  X^ = Xn) and (fi, F ,  P)  
is called the joint probability distribution o /X i ,X 2, • • • ,%n-
E x am p le  2.9 (continuation of Example 2.7)
Let fii =  {«1, 02} , A : fi — y fii 
fi2 =  {61, 62}, B  : fi — y H2  
fig =  {c], C2}, C  : fi — y fis
be the projection mappings, and let 
fi =  fi j X fi2 X fis then let
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pri(a i) =  0.504414
p r,(a 2) = 0.495586
V^2{h\) = 0.01
^ '2(^2) = 0.99
P^3(ci) =  0.001
PÎ"3(c2) = 0.999
Then there is a joint probability distribution of A , B , C .  In general, there is 
no way to get the joint probability distribution from the single probability 
distribution. To be more precise, the joint probability distribution depends 
on the dependencies of the propositional variables. One possible joint prob­
ability distribution of A, B, C is given here. P : 0  --- » IR.
P(A  = üf B  = b, C =  c) = P ( (a ,6, c))
P^A. — a\ , B  — b\ , C — C| ̂  — 0.0098901
P{A  =  tti, 5  =  61, (7 =  C2) = 0.000009
P{A = ai^B = h2yC = Cl) = 0.494505
P{A — a i ,B  = 62, (7 — C2) = 0.0000099
P{A  =  a2',B = bi,C  =  cj ) = 0.0000999
P(A  — a2i B  = bi^C = C2 ) — 0.000001
P(^A — a2f B  — &2, — Cl) — 0.494505
P{A  =  a2,B = b2^C — C2) = 0.0009801
Then (0 ,.F , f  ) is a joint probability distribution of A ,B , C .
D efin ition  2 .1 0  [ marginal distribution]
(n , .F, P)  : joint probability distribution of X \ , %2, . . . ,  where 
Xk  : n  — > ilk for &== are the projections and fl — Oi x . . .  x
We define
Pxk : ilk — * n t  where
Fk is the set of events relative to ilk
If for all Xk G Xk  such that
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P X k i ^ k  =  X k ) -  E ••• E, E, ••• E P{ Xi X2  . .  . x „ )
xigA'i €.Vfc_j x„^X„
then (n , Fk, Px^) is called the marginal distribution of Xk relative to P).
E x am p le  2.11 (continuation of Example 2.9)
If we want to get the marginal distribution for A,B,C out of Example 2.9 
we use the above definition.
P{A = a u B  = bi,C = Ci) -- 
P{A = a \ ,B  = bi,C — cg) - 
P{A = a \ ,B  = b2 ,C  = Cl) = 
P[A — a \ ,B  = b2 ,C  = C2 ) = 
P{A = 02, B  — bi,C = Cl) = 
P{A = 02,B = bi,C = C2 ) =
P(A  =  a2, =  62» ^ '= Cl) =
P{A  =  02, B = b2,C =  C2) =
P,i(A =  tti) =  P{A — a i ,B  = bi,C = Cl)
+  P{A  =  a i ,B  =  bi,C  =  C2)
+  P{A = ai, B  = b2,C = Cl)
+  P(A  — a\, B  = b2,C = C2 )
=  0.0098901 
+  0.000009 
+  0.494505










Pa {(12) = 0.495586
P b(6i) =  0.01
the other values are obtained in the same way ^ ^ (62) =  0.99
Pc{ci) =  0.001
Pc{c2) =  0.999
N o te  2 .1 2  [ abbreviations for P{Xk = Xk) ]
There are several possible abbreviations we can use P{Xk  — xjt) 
E  ••• E  E  ••• E  P { x i , X 2 , . . . , X n ) ' ^ X k  e  Xk
n  eA'i Xfc—i 6 -V *-i Xfc+1 eA'fc^i i n € X „
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can be written shorter as
^ 1 -^k-l + l A'n
or even shorter ( write only one summation sign )
P { X k ) =  E
• The complexity of computing the marginal distribution :
if for all i I X, 1=  m  then we have to make m (n-l) summations = 
0{mn).
D efin ition  2.13 [ conditional independence^ C l ]
We say A  to be conditionally independent of B given K if 
P{A\B,K)=^ P{A\K).
2 .1 .2  G raph T h eo ry
Here we assume some familiarity with graphs. Any graph theory book can 
be use to get the basics.
D efin ition  2.14 [ DAG, directed acyclic graph ]
G = {V, E) : directed graph
Then G is a directed acyclic graph ( DAG j  iff (7 has no directed cycles.
D efin ition  2.15 [parents, child ]
G = {V,E)  : directed graph
Then
1. if (w,v) € E  then u G F  is a parent of v G V; and par(v) is the set of 
all parents of v.
2. if (u, v) G then v is a child of u
3 . u is an ancestor of v iff there is a path from u to v\ and anc(v) is the 
set of aU ancestors of v in V.
4. V is a descendent of u  iff there is a path from u  to u; and des(u) is the 
set of all descendants of u.
5. Furthermore, we define for convenience nd{v) := V  — {des{v) U {%}) 
(nd for non-descendents)
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D efin ition  2.16 [ancestral ordering ]
V  =
G = {VfE)  : directed graph
Let k i f . . . ^ kn  be a permutation of 1 , . . .  ,n  Then ^  = [ut,, u*,, . . .  is an 
ancestral ordering of the vertices in V  if for every G V  all ancestors of ut- 
are ordered before Vfc,..
E xam ple  2.17 [ ancestral ordering ]
Let us suppose we have the following DAG: B * — A —* C —̂ D —* E  and 
B ^ E .
Then there are the following possible ancestral orderings :
1. [ A, B, C, D, E\
2. \ A, G, B, D, E]
3. \ A , C, D, B, E]
We see here that an ancestral ordering is not unique.
T h eo rem  2.18 [ancestral ordering DAG ]
G =  ( V, E ) : directed graph
Then an ancestral ordering of V  exists iff G is a DAG.
If we later on have a DAG which is not a tree we need to group certain 
propositional variables. It turns out that these groups have to be cliques 
which are defined as follows.
D efin ition  2.19 [ clique ]
G = (F ,E ) : undirected graph 
A subset Cli Ç V is called a clique of G if
1. Cli induces a complete subgraph
2 . Cli is maximal (that is, there is no complete subgraph whose vertex set 
properly contains Cli
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D efin ition  2.20 [running intersection property, RIP J
G — [V,E) : undirected graph containing p cliques
Then the ordering [Clii, CU2 , . • . ,  Clip] of the cliques has the running inter­
section property (RIP) if for every j  > 1 there exits an i < j  such that
Clij  n  {Clii U CH2 . . .  CHj^i) Ç Clii
2 .1 .3  C ausal N etw o rk s
With the above introduced basics of probability theory and graph theory, 
we can now come to the important definition of a causal network. One 
important issue is the connection between the edges in a graph and the 
conditional independencies in probability theory. We will see that a directed 
graph alone is not enough to represent the conditional independence among 
three propositional variables; rather, we have to consider the way how edges 
meet at a node to be able to say something about their independence.
D éfin ition  2.21 [ Causal Network ]
V  — . . . ,  %n} : set of propositional variables
G =  {V,E) : directed acyclic graph
if for every v £ V  and for every W  Ç nd{v) :
if P{par{v)) > 0 then
1. P{v\par(v)) =  0 or
2. P{W\par(v)) =  0 or
3. P{v\par{v) U W )  =  P{v\par{v)) (i.e. conditional independence of v,W 
given par{v)
then C = (V ,E ,P )  is called a causal network.
E x am p le  2.22 (continuation of Example 2.11)
Now we continue Example 2.11. We suppose that we also have a DAG 
given. Let the DAG be like this : B  — > A  <—  C. We have to show that 
the DAG and the joint probability distribution constitute a causal network. 
Note that : V  = { A , B , C }
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We have to show V v E 1/ V W  Ç. nd(v) * ;
P{v\par{v),W) = P(v\par[v)) 
• case 1: V = B  : par{B) — 0, 
nd{B) = {€}]  
to show : P{B\C)  =  P{B)\  
more specific :
P{bi\ci) =  P (6,)
P{b,\C2) = P{bi)
P (62|ci) =  P{b,)
P{b2\c2) = P{b2)






f ( c . )
P{C2)
P{b2,c)
P M  
P{b2,C2) 
P M
P (a ,fe ic ,) +  P { a 2b i c i )  =  0.009897 
P(aifciC2) +  P (a 2&iC2) =  0.00001 
P(®i^2Ci) 4" P(®2^2^i) — 0.98901 
P [ a i b 2 C 2 )  +  P(a2Ü>2C2) =  0.00099
0.01 =  P(fc,)
0.01 =  P (6,)
0.99 = P(&2)
0.99 =  P(&2)
case 2: V = A : par{A) = {B, C},  
nd{A) = 0;
to show : P(A |par(j4),0) =  P{A\par{A)). 
This can be done in the same way as above.
case 3: V — C : par{C) =  0,
nd(C)  — {B};
to show : P (C |B ) = P(C).
^recall : nd(v) =  V  — (des ( v )  — {u},des(v) is the set o f all descendents of v
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Now we have to justify this definition, that means we have to show that this 
definition makes sense and that it fulfills its task. Our actual task was to be 
able to describe a network of propositional variables. So, when we ask an 
expert, he should be able to give us a network like this ( DAG ) which re­
veals the qualitative relations among the variables. Furthermore, the expert 
should specify the conditional probabilities of all nodes given its parents^. 
We will see later that a DAG and specified conditional probabilities for each 
node of the DAG will constitute a causal network. But first we show that: 
if a causal network is given then the joint probability can be computed by 
looking at each node and its parents; more precisely, the product of the con­
ditional probabilities P{v | par{v)) gives the joint probability distribution. 
The next theorem will show this.
T h eo rem  2.23 [ causal network, joint pro6. distr.J
V  = . . . ,  JST„} : set of propositional variables
C = {V ,E ,P )  : causal network 
then P{V)  =  P { X i , X 2 , . . . , X„) is given by
p { v ) =  n  / ’(«ip-H ’')) (2-1)
uev'P( pa r(u))>0
< P ro o f>  .
given : C = (V, E, P)
to show : P{V) = n  P(u|par(v))
v e vP(par(«))>0
Theorem 2.16 says that we can get an ancestral ordering of the vertices 
in F  ( since the graph G of C is a DAG ). Let /3 =  [vi,V2 , . . .  ,Vn] be 
that ordering. For a given state, we now have two cases :
P(^X\ , • ' • > ^  0 or — 0
•  case 1: P ( X i , X 2, . . . , X») > 0 then, for 1 <  i < n, we have
P (X „ X 2, . . . , X i ) =  E  i> (X „X 2, . . . . X , ) > 0  (2.2)
( Note that this summation sign actually stands for n-i signs ). 
Since all the all the probabilities are > 0 we use the chain rule^
^Whether this is possible or not is another question; we will see later that this structure 
can also be learned from data.
^P{Xu X2,...,X„) = P(Xi \X2, .... Xn)P{X2 Xn)
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to obtain:
P (J t i ,X 2, . . .  ,X„)  =  (2.3)
P(X„  |X i , . . . ,  |Xi , . . . ,  X„_2) . . .  P(% 2|Xi }P{X )̂
We memorize this and go on now with deriving some properties 
from the ordering of V. We know that all descendents of Xi  are 
ordered after X, (definition of ancestral ordering) and thus
W =  {X i, X2, . . . ,  X ._ i} Ç nd(Xi)  (2.4)
(recall : nd(Xi) = V — {des(Xi U {X,})
Furthermore, for 1 <  i < n, all parents of X,- are ordered before 
Xi. Thus,
p a r ( X i ) C { X t , X 2, . . . , X i _ i }  (2.5)
And
{X i, X 2, . . . ,  X i_i} U par(Xi) =  {X i, X2, . . . ,  X i_i} (2.6)
From ( 2.4) and ( 2.6) we get
W Upar(X ,)  -  {X, , . . . ,Xi_ i}Upar(X. )  =  { X . , . . . , X i _ J  (2.7)
Now, from the definition of a causal network, we can recall that
P (X i\W  U par{Xi)) = P (X ,|par(X ,))
If we insert ( 2.7), we get
P (X i|X :,X 2, . . . , X i _ i )  = P(X ,jpar(X .)) (2.8)
(We know that P{par{Xi)) > 0 and thus can show by the same 
argument that P (X ilX i,X 2, . .. ,Xi_i) > 0 ). If put all together, 
( 2.3) and ( 2.8), we get
P (X i,X 2 X») =
P(X „|par(X „))P(X „_i ipar(æ„_0) • • • P (X 2|X i)P (X i)
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• case 2: Now we have P ( X i , X 2 , . . .  ,X„) = 0. If we look at the 
chain rule again, we have P ( X i , X 2 , . . .  ,X„) =
P(X „ |Xi , . . . ,  Ï )P(X„^,  X„_2 ) . . .  P(X2lXi )P(X i)
For P(V)  to become 0, we have two possibilities. Either P (X i)  is 
zero and the theorem is proved (since the right-hand side of ( 2 .1) 
becomes zero), or we successively increase i until we get
.. . ,X i )  = 0
and
P ( X i ,X 2 , . . . ,  Jti_i) > 0 
If we look at this i, we can write
0 -  fA2, . . •, j
Now again, we use the properties of the ancestral ordering
P (X ,|X i,X 2, . . . , X ._ 0  =  P (X ,|par(X ,)) =  0
That proves this case. □
The previous theorem showed how we get the joint probability distribu­
tion if we have a causal network. This is nice if we have a causal network, 
but how do we get the causal network if we just have an expert how does
not know what a causal network is. The next lemmas will show that a DAG
and conditional probabilities specified at each edge of the DAG is enough 
to get an causal network. First, we show that a DAG and P(u|par(v)) will 
uniquely determine a joint probability distribution
L em m a 2.24 [given cond. proh., joint prob. distr.J
V  =  {X i ,X 2, . . .  ,X „} : set of propositional variables 
G = (V,E)  : directed acyclic graph
For all edges in E, there is a conditional probability P{v\par{v)) specified, 
such that
for all X, E y  : ^  P(æ,jpar(æ,)) = 1 (2.9)
xieXi
■*Note : We use P(v|par(w)) instead of P(u|par(u)) to distinguish between the condi­
tional probabilities given by the expert and the conditional probabilities obtained from 
the gained joint probability. We will see later that these actually coicide, but at this point 
we do not know this.
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Then the joint distribution P of vertices in V is uniquely determined by 
defining
P (X i  = X i , . . . , X n  = Xn) = J J  P(xilpar(Xi))
x.ev
(where par(Xj) are instantiated with the values specified in P(Xj  — z i , . . . ,  X„ 
Xn)'
Before providing the proof, here is an example. This should make one more 
familiar with the above notation.
E x am p le  2.25 [given cond. prob., joint prob. distr.J
P (6i) =  .01 P{ci) = .999
P{b2) =  .99 P(c2) =  .001
P (a i|5 i,c i)  = .99 P (a 2|6i ,cr) = .01 
P (a i |6i,C2) = .9 JP(o2|6i,C2) =  .1
P(ai\b2,Ci) =  .5 P(a2|fc2,ci) =  .5 
P (a i [62, 02) = .01 P (« 2|62,C2) =  .99
Note that ( 2.9) holds, for example
P(®i|6i, C2) +  P (a 2|6i, C2) =  .9 +  .1 = 1
Now,( note that par(B) = par{C) — 0 )
P{A = a ,B  = b,C = c) = P{A\par{A))P{B\par{B))P{C\par{C))
= P(v4|pur(yl))P(P)P(C )
P{A = a i ,B  = b2,C = C2 ) = P (a i |62,C2,c ))P (62,c)P (c2,c)
< P ro o f>
Note : n  =  X i  X X 2 x  . . .  x  X„ 
given : G =  {V,E)  and P(X i|par(X ,))
to show : The sum over all possible events should be 1 , i.e.
E  n  =  1 (2.10)
1=1
The theorem ( 2.16) says that we can get an ancestral ordering of the 
vertices in F  ( since the graph G is a DAG ). Let /3 =  [ui,i;2, . . . ,  v„]
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be that ordering.
E  n P (æ ,|p a r(X .))
t=i
=  E  ^ M p a r (X „ ) ) . . .P (x 2 \p a r (X 2 ) )P (x i )
= XI S  • • • S  P(®n|P“î*(^n)) • • • H^2ipar(X2))P(Xi)
X i  X ;  x „
=  X ] P(®i) X ! P( x2 \ par ( X2 ) } . . .  X ] P(®„|par(X„))
=  ^  P (x i ) Y ^  P (x 2 \par(X2 ) ) . . .  X^ P (x„_i|par(X „_i))
X i  X 2 I „ _ l  '■ ' '  '  '= l6y( 2.9)
=  X ]P (^ 0 X ] P (^ 2|P M ^ 2))
' ^ Îm T 9 )
=  X )p (® i)  =  i
That proves this lemma. □
Up to now we have shown by theorem ( 2.23) that in a causal network we 
can obtain the joint probabiUty by the product of the conditional probabil­
ities P (v |par(v)). In Lemma ( 2.24), we saw that if we have a DAG and 
to each edge is given a conditional probability then there is a unique joint 
distribution. We want to have that a given DAG and given conditional prob­
abilities determine a causal network. To obtain this we first need two other 
lemmas; one which shows how we obtain the marginal distribution (lemma 
2.26) and the other that the given conditional probability coincides with the 
conditional probabibty obtained from the joint distribution (lemma Lemma 
given cond prob eq cond prob).
L em m a 2.26 f  given cond. prob., marginal proh. distr.J
V  = . . .  ,%n} : set of propositional variables
G =  (V,J5) : directed acyclic graph 
/? =  [ui,U2, . . .  ,u„] : ancestral ordering of V
For all edges in E, there is a conditional probability P (u |par(u)) specified,
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such that
for all Xi Ç V  : ^  P(æ ,|par(x,)) =  1 (2.11)
xi&Xi
Then, for 1 < i <  n , the marginal distribution P(Xi = X i , . . . , X i  =  zg) is 
given by:
P (X i  = z i , . . . , X ,  =  z,} =  P (z ,|p ttr(X ,))P (z ,_ i|par(X ,_ i)).. . P ( z 2|p a r(X i))P (z i)
< P ro o f>
given : G = (V ,P) and P{Xi\par(Xi))
to show : P{Xi x i , . . . ,  Xi — z,) =
P (z ,|par(X i))P (z,_ i |par(X,_i ) ) . . .  P (z 2|par(Xi ))P(xi)
The definition of the marginal distribution ( 2.10 ) says :
P{Xi  =  Z i , . . . , X ;  =  z,)
=  XI ^ (^ 1  =  . . jXn)
xj where j>i
Xj where j>i *=‘
E  /'(x „ |p a r(X „ )) ...P (:» 2|p ar(X ,))P (x ,) (2.12)
Xj where j>i
Because of the ancestral ordering it is true that par(Xjt} Ç {%,, X 2, . . . ,  X*;_i} 
and this allows us to put the last i factors of ( 2 .12) in front of the sum­
mation sign (because X, and par(X ,) are not part of the summation.
Thus ( 2.12) is equal to
P (z ,|p a r(X i) ) ...




T hat the sum is equal to 1 follow can be derived in the same way as in 
the previous lemma.
X  H^n\par{X„))  . . .  P(z,+x |par(X ,+i))
Xj where j>i
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= Y lY l  • ••5 ]^ (® n |p ar(X „))...P (a :,4.,|par(X ,+i))
X j  I j  +  1 x „
= Y  H^j+Ap<^H ^j+^)) - -YFM po>r{Xr ,) )
X j  X j  +  ,  Xm '  '= 1
=  Y  Y  ^ ( ® i+ i  |p a r ( X j + i  ) )  • • • X I  H^n-i  \par{X„-i  ) )
ĵ+l X „ _ l  '
= 1
X j
That proves this lemma. □
L em m a 2.27 { given cond. prob., cond. proh. ]
V  =  . . .  ,%n} : set of propositional variables 
G = {V,E)  : directed acyclic graph
=  [vi, V2, . . . ,  Vn] : ancestral ordering of V 
For all edges in E, there is a conditional probability P(u|par(i;)) specified, 
such that
for all E y  : Y ,  =  1 (2.13)
x ,€ A 'i
Furthermore, let P be the joint probability distribution obtained from spec­
ified conditional probabilities P.
Then for every x, and every combination of par(x,) the conditional prob­
abilities P{xi \par{xi))  coincide with the specified conditional probabilities 
P(a;,|par(æ,)), i.e.
P{xi\par{xiy) = P{xi\par{xi))
T h eo rem  2.28 [given cond. proh., cond. proh. J
V  =  {X i, JC2, . . .  ,X „} : set of propositional variables 
G = (V, E) : directed acyclic graph
/3 =  [vi, V2) • ■ • 5 Vn] : ancestral ordering of V
For all edges in E, there is a conditional probability P (v |par(v)) specified, 
such that
for all Xi E V  : Y ,  P(®i|p«*7‘(®i)) =  1 (2.14)
xi€Xi
Furthermore, let P be the joint probability distribution obtained from spec­
ified conditional probabilities P .
Then C = (V, E, P)  is a causal network and the specified conditional proba­
bilities coincide with the conditional probabilities of P  if P(x,jpar(æ,)) > 0.
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2.2 D -S ep a ra tio n
Now we want to answer the question whether we can infer conditional inde­
pendencies from the structure of a causal network; i.e. from the DAG in our 
causal network. In other words, if we are given a DAG of a causal network; 
can we determine whether two nodes A and B are conditionally independent 
given a set W of nodes without knowing the actual joint probability distri­
bution? We will find out that this is the case and we will say that A and B 
are d-separated by W. At the end of this section there will be a theorem that 
says d-separation in our DAG implies the conditional independence concern­
ing the probability distribution. Later on we use this property to simplify 
and speed up the algorithm for propagating new information in out causal 
network.
But first let us look a three examples which illustrate the three cases we have 
to deal with. It turns out that the important thing is the way the edges meet 
at certain nodes.
E x am p le  2.29 [ tail-to-tail J
Suppose we have the following DAG:
C i —  A  — > B  
A  = the child has a cold 
C = the child is sneezing all the time 
B  = the child didn’t go to school
If we know that a child has a cold and then get the new information that 
the child is sneezing all the time, the news about C( the child is sneezing all
the time) does not influence our belief in B (the child didn’t go to school).
On the other hand, if we do not know that the child has a cold, A, and then 
somebody tells us that the child is sneezing all the time,C , the news about 
C changes our belief in whether the child went to school or not, B.
So C and B are independent given A, but if we do not know anything then C 
and B are not independent. Note further that the edges at A meet tail-to-tail.
E xam ple  2.30 [ head-to-tail j
Let us say we have the following DAG:
A  — >B — ^ C
A = the child has a cold
C = the child didn’t go to school
B  = the child does not know the today’s homework
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If we know that the child didn’t go to school, C, then the information that 
the child has a cold, A, does not tell us anything new about whether the 
child knows its homework, B. On the other hand, if we do not know whether 
the child went to school, C, and we get then the information that the child 
has a cold. A, we change our belief in C (the child does not know the today’s 
homework).
So A and C are independent if we know B, but there are not independent if 
we do not know anything. Note further that the edges at B meet head-to-tail.
E xam ple  2.31 [ head-to-head ]
Suppose we have the following DAG:
A , B  — ^ C  — > D
A  =  the child was playing outside without a coat
B = the bedroom window was open all night
C =  the child has a cold
D = the child didn’t go to school
Now we want to know whether A and B are conditionally independent given 
some set. This case is also different from the two previous ones; so care 
should be taken. If we do not know anything about C and D then A and B 
are conditionally independent, i.e. the information that the child was playing 
outside without its coat. A, does not change our belief in B (the bedroom 
window was open). On the other hand, if we know that the child has a cold, C, 
then the new information about A (the child was playing outside) influences 
our belief in B (the window was open). Suppose we get the information that 
the child has a cold, so we are looking for an explanation. This could be 
either the open window (A) or the playing outside without a coat. But we 
do not know anything about A or B, and thus the belief in both increases. 
When we then get the knew information that the child was playing outside 
without a coat this changes our belief in B (the open window). Why? By 
knowing that A occurs we have now an explanation for the cold, thus our 
belief in B (the open window) decreases.
So, in contrary to the two example above, we can say that A and B are 
independent if we neither know C nor D, but they loose their independence 
if we know either C or D.
D efin ition  2.32 [ blocked by W J
G = (V, E) : DAG 
W  Ç V  , u ,v  E V — W
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Then a chain p, between u and v, is blocked by W  if one of the following is 
true:
1. There is a vertex w Ç: W  on the chain p such that the edges at w meet 
head-to-tail.
2. There is a vertex lü € on the chain p such that the edges at w meet 
tail-to-tail.
3. For all vertices w on the chain p whoses edges meet head-to-head at w, 
neither w nor one of its decendents is in W.
N o te  2.33 [blocked by W ]
Case 1 corresponds to Example 2.29 
Case 2 corresponds to Example 2.30 
Case 3 corresponds to Example 2.31
D efin ition  2.34 [ u,v d-seperated ]
G = {V,E)  : DAG 
W  Ç V  , u , v  e V  -  W
Then we say that u and v are d-seperated by W  if all chains between u and
V are blocked by W.
D efin ition  2.35 [ U,V d-seperated J
G = {V,E)  : DAG
w  Ç V  , u , v  e v  - w  with u  n F  =  0
Then we say that U and V are d-seperated by W  if
V V  £ V  V u  £ U u  and v are d-seperated by W
D efin ition  2.36 [ I { X ^ Y  | Z),  conditional independence statement]
V  = { X i , . . .  ,X „} : finite set of elements
If X,Y are conditionally independent given Z in some context C then we de­
note this by Ic {X ^Y \Z ) ,  and we call this a conditional independence state­
ment .
E x am p le  2.37 [ I { X ^ Y  | Z),  conditional independence statement]
We already dealt with two different independence statements.
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1. Given a joint probability distribution P, we say that A and B are con­
ditionally independent given C if, for all instantiation of A,B and C, 
the following is true: P {A \B ,C )  =  P{A\B).  In sequel, we will denote 
this by Ip{AyB\Z).  The context is P, the joint probability distribution.
2. If we have a DAG then d-separation defines a conditional independence 
statement. If nodes A,B are d-separated by 0  then we write B\C).
3. With this definition we restate the conclusions of the three examples 
above
(a) Example ( 2.29) /^(C', B |A ), but not 7j(C, B|0).
(b) Example ( 2.30) Id{A,C\B)  but not 7j(A,C'|0).
(c) Example ( 2.31) /<f(A, B |0), but not I j{A^B\C)  and not B\D)  
and not D)
T h eo rem  2.38 f  Id Ip ]
C = {V ,E ,P )  : causal network
X^YyZ C V  such that /^ (X ,F |2 ) , i.e. X,Y are d-seperated by Z in G. Then
I p { X , Y \ Z )
We are going to use the property of d-seperation to develope a simple algo­
rithm for the propagation of our belief.
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Learning a C ausal N etw ork  
from  D ata
In this section we introduce two algorithms for learning (or constructing) 
a causal network from a set of data. In the previous chapter we described 
what a causal network is and how the independence statements are used to 
compress the information that a joint probability distribution provides us. 
Neapolitan [6] and Pearl [4] describe how the probabilities in the network 
change if we get new information. Procedures for propagating the probabili­
ties within the network are known and can be executed in a reasonable time. 
In other words, the problem of propagating new knowledge in the network 
is solved. An open problem, however, is how we get a causal network. Up 
to now, existing networks have been obtained from human experts. That 
means, the expert has to write down all the causal relations among the vari­
ables in form of a DAG. Then he has to specify the conditional probabilities. 
This method is satisfactory if we have such a human expert. But in many 
cases there is no such expert; rather there exists a big database that contains 
information about the problem. So, we would like to automatically obtain 
a causal network from a database. In general there are three different ap­
proaches. We will not cover the approach which is based on linearity and 
normality assumptions. For this see Glymour et al [1] and Pearl et al [2]. 
The approach from Verma and Pearl [3] which is covered here tries to exploit 
the independence statements that are incorporated in the joint probability 
distribution. One major problem here is that we have only a set of samples 
and not the actual joint probability distribution. The second approach tries
23
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to tackle the problem from the mathematical point of view. It tries to find 
the most probable graph. In the next two sections these two approaches 
will be presented. Then we will compare them and point out advantages, 
disadvantages, assumptions and some further remarks.
3.1 C l-te s t  A p p roach
In this section we will deal with the approach which uses conditional indepen­
dence statements. This section is mainly based on the algorithm developed 
by Pearl and Verma [3]. First there will be a general description of the 
algorithm. Then we will look a bit closer at what the algorithm is based on 
and point out some assumptions that are made. Finally, we will present the 
algorithm.
3.1 .1  T h e  B asics
The algorithm will take a database (or set of samples) as input and will ouput 
a DAG if this is possible; if not, this will be stated. There are four major 
steps:
1. use the chi square test to get independence statements from the sam­
ples;
2. construct an undirected graph and direct those edges whose direction 
can be obtained from the independence statements;
3 . use graph-theoretical methods to find the directions of the other edges;
4. test whether the resulting DAG conflicts with the independence state­
ments.
The input of the algorithm is a database (or sample). We want to formally 
define what is meant by this.
D efin ition  3.1 [ database, sample]
V  =  { % ! , . . . ,%»} : set of propositional variables and 
ÇÎ = X . . .  X Qn : the corresponding sample spaces such that 
Xi : 0  — > D, for all i — 1 , . . . ,  n and
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n,' =  a;,'2,. . . ,  ®,>j}
Then 5" =  {^i =  (xi,X 2, . . .  ,x„) £ Q | i =  1 , . . .  ,r}  is a set of samples and 
D B  = (V ,n ,5 ') is called a database of V and fi. The size of DB is r (the 
number of samples).
The first step was not included in Pearl and Verma’s algorithm, so I ap­
pended it. It uses a test for testing independency between two variables 
A,B and a set of variables Z. We have to extend the independency test that 
is usually used in statistics. To use it here, we have to extend it so that 
we can test conditional independencies. So, for each pair A,B of proposi­
tional variables and each set Z of propositional variables, we want ot find 
out whether I { A ,B \Z )  is true or not. For this we have to test whether 
P{A^B\Z)  — P{A\Z).  Doing some algebra, we get an equivalent form which 
is what we will actually test:
P {A ,B \Z )  = P{A\Z)
" W  - -
= P (A \Z )P (B \Z )
Before we present the test statistic, we need to define some notations which 
make the understanding a lot easier. Also, we formally define a dependency 
model.
When we have a set of data, we need to extract the independence statements 
out of this data. We collect them in a set M. The collection of all these 
independence statements and the set of elements V form what we will call a 
dependency model. The formal definition looks like this:
D efin ition  3.2 [ DM, dependency model ]
V  = { % ! , . . . ,%n} : finite set of elements in some context C
Let
M =  { I c ( X , Y \ Z ) \ X  € V , Y e  V ,Z  Q V ,X  /  Y , X  and Y  ^  Z}
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be a collection of independence statements. Then D M  =  (A/, V ,/c) is called 
a dependency model.
Note : The conditions on the right hand side of the definition look a 
little bit confusing {X  e  V, Y  E V, Z Ç V ,X  ^  Y , X  a.nd Y  ^  Z),  but all 
this says is that we have two different elements X,Y and set of elements Z; 
furthermore, neither X nor Y are in Z.
To develop the test statistic, it is very convenient to introduce the follow­
ing notation:
N o ta tio n  [ \ ^ i \ J
If we have a set Hi =  {w i,. . .  ,0; ,̂} then we usually define the cardinality 
of 12, by the number of elements in 12̂ , or |I2,| =  r,. In our case we have 
propositional variables X, : Q — > (2,. To make the reading easier we want 
to know how many different values (or we caU it also instantiations) Xi  can 
assume without always referring to f2̂ . So, we define |X,| =  r, if X, is defined 
as above.
With this notation the test statistic looks like this:
. . g g g K ç M , . , , .
3 = 1  1 = 1  f c = l  ^tka
nika corresponds to the number of samples where X, =  ^n-,Xj = Xjk 
and Z  ~  Za
Ètka corresponds to the number of samples where X, = x,j and Z  = Zg 
multiplied by the number of samples where X j  =  Xjjt and Z  = z^
We know that Y is distributed with |X i|lX j||Z | —1 —(|Xi| —1) —(|X j| — 
1) =  |X , | |X j | |Z | -f 1 — |X,| — \Xj\ degrees of freedom. If we can not reject 
the null hypothesis (conditional independence of Xj and X j  given Z) at some 
previously specified alpha level, then we store the statement I [ X i ,X j \Z )  in 
the set M.
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If we have done this test for each pair Xi^X j  and each set Z, all the statements 
which we can obtain from DB are in M.
From this set of independence statements we can now construct an undirected 
graph. We can do this because: if we have an edge Xi — X j  in a causal 
network then there is no set Z that can d-separate them. So all we have to 
do is go through the set of independence statements, M, and if we do not 
find a statement I { X i ,X j \Z )  for any Z, then we know that Xi  and X j  are 
adjacent in the graph; thus we put an undirected edge between them \
But M, the set of independence statements, still reveals more information 
than we have used so far. But let us first introduce some further definitions. 
For example, since we try to direct the edges of an undirected graph step by 
step, we will deal with graphs that contain directed and undirected edges. 
For this we define the so-called partially directed acyclic graphs. We also 
introduce a notational abbreviation for adjacent edges, and we define what 
we mean by a vee structure.
D efin ition  3.3 [PDAG, partially directed acyclic graph ]
G = {V^E) is called a partially directed acyclic graph (or PDAG )  if it 
contains directed and undirected edges, but no directed circles.
D efin ition  3.4 [ ab , adjacent ]
G = { V , E ) : P D k G  ___
Two nodes a, 6 G V  are called adjacent, a6 , i f a ^ 6 , a * — 6 o r o  — 6 
(undirected edge).
D efin ition  3.5 [ vee structure ]
G = {V,E)  : PDAG
A vee structure of G is a set of three nodes a,b,c and two edges such that
a b a and not ac (i.e. a and c are not adjacent).
N o te  3.6 [vee structure ]
A vee structure is a special kind of a head-to-head structure which we intro­
duced ealier. Here we also require that the parents are not adjacent.
we want to implement this we use a different technique to realize this. We start out 
with a fully connected undirected graph and for each independence statement I { X i , X j \ Z )  
we delete the edge between X i  and X j .  This reduces the complexity to 0 (m ) if m corre­
sponds to the number o f independence statements.
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As said before, the set of independence statements still contains some 
further information. For example, if we know that two non-adjacent nodes 
Xi  and Xj  have both a common adjacent node X then one of the following 
situations could be the explanation;
1. Xi  —> X  —> Xj
2. Xi  <— X  <— Xj
3. Xi  —> X  <— Xj
We can not say anything about the first two cases, but if the actual re­
lationship among the three nodes omes from the third situation then we 
can not have an independence statement like Jp(X,, This is be­
cause X is a head-to-head structure on a chain between Xi  and Xj  So
if I ( X i , X j l Z i ) , . . . I ( X i ,X j \ Z ^ )  are all independence statements involving 
X iyX j  and X is not in any Zk then we know that this is a vee structure. 
Thus we just look through the set of independence statements whether X is 
involved in any independence statement about X, and Xj\  if not, it can only 
be case 3, and we direct the edges correspondingly.
This is all we can get from the set of independence statements !? But 
we are still left with some undirected edges. The next step of the algorithm 
tries to direct these edges with pure graph-theoretical methods. Pearl and 
Verma made up a couple of rules which are based on the following.
When we try to direct further edges, we
1. can not get directed circles; simply because this contradicts with the 
fact that we assume that the underlying graph is a DAG. For example, 
if we have Xi  —> Xj  —» Xk and X, — X& then we can not have X, «— X& 
since this gives us a directed cycle. So we can put the direction in just 
the opposite way; and we
2 . can not get further vee structures, since these must have been detected 
in the previous step of the algorithm where we extracted ALL vee
^Recall : I { X i ,  X j \ Z )  is true if, on a chain between X, and X j ,  there is a node X where 
the edges at X meet head-to-head and neither X nor one of its decendents is in Z
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structures. For example, if we have Jf, —> X* -  X j  and X{ and X j  are 
not adjacent then there can not he the direction from X j  to X*. So we 
direct the edge from X* to Xj.
The algorithm below uses a couple of rules that are based on this knowledge. 
But using these operations, we still do not deterministically find a DAG. So 
Pearl and Verma proposed to arbitrarily pick an orientation and then apply 
the rules again; furthermore, we continue this way until we will not have an 
undirected edge anymore. Pearl and Verma also stated the conjecture that 
if we have a graph G containing only vee structures then the rules 1 and 
picking a direction of an edge (if necessary) will suffice to find a DAG. But 
this means that it is possible to extend the graph G in many different ways. 
So we will not necessarily find the DAG that produced the database; rather 
we find one which has the same vee structure and the same skeleton. This 
is definitely a weakness of this algorithm; but there are several suggestions 
from other authors how to solve this problem. For this algorithm, however, 
we restrict ourselves to finding a DAG that is ’consistent’ with the set of inde­
pendence statements. For this we need to define what is meant by consistent.
D efin ition  3.7 [consistence, DAG isomorphic ]
G = {V,E)  : DAG
C : context in which we want to consider independence statements 
D M  =  (M ,V )  : dependency model 
Then (M, V) is consistent with G iff
V X  e V , Y  e V , Z  C V , X  ^ Y , X  n n d Y  ^  Z
( U ^ , Y \ Z )  I c ( X , Y \ Z )  6 m )
i.e. every conditional independence statement which can be obtained from 
G is also in M and vice versa. We also say in this case that M is DAG  
isomorphic.
N o te  3 .8  [ consistence]
In general, we say that the dependency model DM contains a set of inde­
pendence statements in the context C- - as in the above definition. But in 
this text we will, of course, only deal with independence statements in the 
context P, the joint probability distribution. That means the set M of DM
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will contain all the independence statements that we obtain from the sample 
or database.
So the algorithm will find, with the above described rules, a DAG that is 
consistent with the set of independence statements.
The last step of the algorithm tests whether all independence statements in 
M are also revealed in the DAG, and the other way round.
3 ,1 .2  T h e  A lg o r ith m
Now we present (a slightly modified) version of ’the DAG Construction Al­
gorithm’ from Pearl and Verma [3].
In p u t : D B  = (VfQyS) = ( { X i , . . .  . . .  ,Sr}) : database
O u tp u t : If the set of independence statements contained in DB is consis­
tent with any DAG G then G is the output. If there is no such DAG 
then this is stated.
S tep  1
{ from the samples we produce a set, M, of independence statements }
1. M  := 0
2. for each pair X i , X j  in V do the following:
(a) for each subset Z of the P(V — {%i, %_,}) do the following:
i. conduct the test ( 3.1) for conditional independence of 
X i , X j  given Z
ii. if the null hypothesis (independence of X, and X j  given Z) 
can not be rejected at some previously specified alpha level 
then M  := M  U {7p(X,,X^jZ)}
S tep  2
{ generate a PDAG containing all vee structures }
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1. (a) construct an undirected graph G containing an edge from node Xi
to X j  if there is no statement Ip{Xi^Xj\Z)  in M
(b) for each pair of nodes where there is a statement /p (X ,,X j|Z )
in M, set Z { X i ,X j )  =  Z
2 . for every non-adjacent pair of X, and X j  in G, test whether there is a 
node W such that
(a) W is not an element of Z (X i ,X j )
(b) W is adjacent to Xi and adjacent to X j
If there is such an element W then direct the edges such that
Xi —* W  <— X j .  If there exits already a directed edges from W to X,
or from W to X j  then stop (there is no DAG consistent with DM).
S tep  3
{ At this point we have a PDAG and try now to extend it to a DAG }
1. while G' still contains undirected edges we try to apply one of the 
following rules:
(a) If X, - 4- X j  — Xk  and X, is not adjacent to Xk then direct Xj —̂
(b) If X, —̂ X j ~ ^ X k  and Xi — Xk then direct X, —* X&.
(c) If Xi — X j  — Xk and X j  — Xi and Xi —> X/ ♦— Xjt then direct 
X j  Xf.
(d) If Xi — X j  — X k —Xi and X& — Xi <— X, then direct Xi —> X j  and
2 . do the following steps:
(a) If G' still contains undirected edges then select an undirected edge 
and choose a direction. Go back to step 2.1
(b) If O' does not contain any undirected edges any more then a DAG 
was found. Go to step 4.
S tep  4
{ Check whether G' is consistent with M }
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1. Check tha t every independence statement I in M holds for O’.
2. Pick an ancestral ordering of the nodes of O', Let Uxi be the set of 
all nodes that are ordered before For every Xj  G V,  test whether 
Id{Xj ,U{Xj)  — 'par{Xj)\par{Xj)) is in M.
3. If both 1 and 2 do not find an inconcistency return G'\ otherwise there 
is no DAG consistent with M.
3 .1 .3  E x a m p les
Now we look at an example. Suppose that the test from step 1 gave us 
the following set of independence statements:
7(B,01A) I {C,B\A)  I { A, D\ { B, C} )
I {E, A\ D)  I {E, B\ D)  I {E,C\D)
I { C M A )
Then we get from the algorithm :
S tep  2
In step 2.a of the algorithm we test for each pair X,Y if there is a set Z such 
that I { X , Y \ Z )  is in M. If we do not find such an independent statement 
then X and Y are adjacent; so we put X  — Y.  For example, for A,B there 
is no such statement, thus we get an edge A ~ B.  In the column ’edge’ in 
the next table there are all such edges listed. For each non adjacent pairs we 
store the all the variables tha t appear in any set Z in the any independence 
statement about X and Y. For example, for A and D in the above example 
we find B,C; thus we store them in the Z column.
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X. Z (X „ X j) edge
A B A-B
A C A-C




B E { A , C , D }
C D C-D
C E { D}
D E D-E
At this stage we have an undirected graph with edges as indicated in the 
edge column.
Now we want to find the vee structures. For this we have to find two 
non adjacent nodes Xj  and X, which are both adjacent to a third node W. 
If we can find such three nodes we found almost a vee structure. To find 
these candidates for a vee structure, we look at the entries in the Z(Xi , Xj )  
column (all nodes X, and Xj  that are not adjacent have an entry here) and 
determine whether they have a common adjacent node W. Then we check 
whether W is in Z (X ,,X j) .  If so, this can not be a vee structure, since W 
d-separates Xj and X ,. If not, we found a vee structure. We do this for all 
non adjacent pairs and find, in this way, all vee structures. (Note that we 
will find all vee structures). The next table is illustrating this for all possible 
pairs:
Xi Z (X ,,X j) vee structure?
A D B,C are in Z{AyD)  => no vee structure
A E {D} no node adjacent to both
B C {A} A is in Z {B ,C )  =>- no vee structure 
D is not in Z{B, C) => B  D G
B E { A ,C ,D } D is in Z{ByE)  => no vee structure
C E D is in Z{A, D) no vee structure
S tep  3
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Since not all edges are directed we have to apply the rules (a)-(d) of the 
algorithm. We see that we can apply Rule (a) to B  — > D — E\  and we get 
a directed edge from D to E. We see that no further rule is applicable, so we 
have to pick one direction, and go back to step 3. But still, we can not apply 
any rule and have to pick another direction. We see that we can, depending 
on how we pick the direction of the edges, end up with different graphs. In 
our example we can get the following :
1. A  - - ^ B  — * D —  ̂ E and A — >C -*  D
2. B - ^ A — ^ C ->  D -----¥ E and B  - D
3. C —> A  — > B  - D E and a -A F
This is, of course, not desirable, since we actually want to retrieve the DAG 
that has generated the database. So the algorithm from Pearl and Verma 
can not be a Anal solution, but it is a basis for further improvements. Now 
lets consider two examples where the algorithm recognizes that it can not 
create a consistent DAG.
E xam ple  3.9 [ no DAG ]
Suppose we have the following set independencies:
I (A ,C \ i )
After step two of the algorithm we get the following skeleton: A — B  — C — D. 
Now we find out tha t A is not adjacent to C, but they both have a common 
adjacent node, namely B. Furthermore, there is no independence statement 
I{A^C\Z)  such tha t B  E Z.  Thus we found a vee structure A  — > B  <—  C. 
But the same holds for the three nodes B,C and D. B,D are not adjacent but 
they are both adjacent to C; furthermore, there is no statement I {B ,D \Z )  
with C in 2. That means that there is also a vee structure B  — > C * —  D. 
But whichever vee structure we find first, there will be a conflict when we try 
to direct the edges of the second vee structure. So we saw that this depen­
dency model is not DAG isomorphic, since there are independence statements
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in M that can not be expressed in a DAG. We detect this conflict already in 
step 2 of the algorithm. The next Example shows that there are also exam­
ples that do not conflict with step 2 of the algorithm, but with step 3.
E xam ple  3.10 [ no DAG J
Suppose we have the following set independencies:
1 {A ,D \{B ,C })
I { B ,C \{ A ,D } )
Then the second step of the algorithm gives us the following skeleton : 
A — B  — D — C — A. However, there are no vee structures. Thus, with this 
graph we enter step 3 of the algorithm. None of the rules applies, thus we 
have to pick a direction. Without lost of generality, let us pick A  — > C.  
Now rule (a) applies and we get A  — » C — > D.  But again, we have to 
apply rule (a) on G — > D — B  and we get A  — * C  — > D — > B. But here 
we created a new vee structure So, in every DAG we find, there are new 
vee structures, but a vee structure implies an independence statement; in 
our case: I{A, D\C).  This independence statement, however, is not in DM. 
Thus, we couldn’t find a consistent DAG.
3 .1 .4  T h e  R esu lt
In this section we want to state the result. When we state the result we will 
nevertheless refer to the subsequent section where all the assumptions are 
listed. First, however, we need to define some more terminology.
D efin ition  3.11 [vee equivalent ]
Two DAG, G and G', are said to be vee equivalent iff they have the same 
skeleton and the same vee structure
®Note that it does not make any diiTerence which direction we picked first. We will 
always end up with a new vee structure.
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E x am p le  3.12 f  vee equivalent J
All three DAGs which are possible outcomes of Example 3.1.3 are equivalent, 
since they all have the same skeleton and the vee structures. To prove the 
correctness of the algorithm Perl and Verma showed the following lemma:
L em m a 3.13 [D A G  isomorphic ]
Let D M  =  {V^M) be a dependency model. Then a DAG G is consistent 
with M iff the following is true:
1. in G <=> V Z :  I { X , Y \ Z ) ^ M
2. X  W  *- Y  in G and not X F  in G ) and (V Z  if
I { X ,Y \ Z )  e  M  then W  ^  Z)
This lemma tells us, if we have a dependency model DM which is DAG 
isomorphic, and G is consistent with DM then every other graph G' that has 
the same skeleton (condition 1) and the same vee structure (condition 2) as 
G is also consistent with DM.
Verma and Pearl also stated the following conjecture:
C o n jec tu re  [ find extension J
If we are given a any PDAG G then the step 3 of the algorithm (rules (a)-(d) 
and picking a direction if necessary) will suffice to find an extension of G.
Now we can state the result.
R esu lt
If the assumption that are given in the next section hold then the following 
is true: If we are given a database DB of some problem then the algorithm 
recovers the underlying DAG G or an to G vee equivalent graph G'.
With the above lemma and the conjecture this result is easy to prove.
If we have a DAG isomorphic dependency model DM we know there exists 
a DAG G that is consistent with DM. If we erase all directions of G that are 
not involved in a vee structure then we have a PDAG P. Now, the conjecture
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assures that there is an extension C  of P. This extension has the same vee 
structure as P and thus also the same vee structures as G. Now we use the 
Lemma (ref) which says that any two DAGs are equivalent iff they have then 
same skeleton and the same vee structures. This is definitely true for G and 
Thus the algorithm finds a to G equivalent DAG G \  if the conjecture is 
true.
3 .1 .5  A ssu m p tio n s  and R em ark s
In this section we want to point out assumptions that are made. There are 
some hidden assumptions at which a closer look is worthy just to understand 
the this algorithm better; furthermore we find out when this algorithm is 
applicable and when it is better to find another solution.
A ssu m p tio n : C o n jec tu re  [ Conjecture ]
Pearl and Verma stated the conjecture that was already given in the previous 
section. The conjecture says if we are given a any PDAG G then the step 3 of 
the algorithm (rules (a)-(d) and picking a direction if necessary) will suffice 
to find an extension of G.
The assumption of the correctness of this conjecture is not as crucial as it 
seems to be at the first glance. First, if the conjecture is not true then we 
can extend the algorithm in way that it still finds a consistent DAG. We just 
have to introduce a stack, and every time we pick a direction of an edge, 
we push the graph and the selected direction on the stack. Later, when we 
find any inconsistency in our graph by applying the rules (a)-(d), we just 
pop off the last graph and the direction we chose. We direct the edge just 
in the opposite way and go back to step 3. With this backtracking steps we 
will find a DAG even if the conjecture is not true. The disadvantage of this 
backtracking step is the time complexity. When we add the backtracking 
part to the algorithm, the complexity becomes exponential in the number of 
edges.
There is another reason why this conjecture is not that important. The paper 
introduced a new way of tackling the problem of learning a causal network 
from data. The paper has to be seen as a first step. The algorithm in the 
way stated above does not have practical relevance, since we find only one
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DAG that is consistent with the DAG that actually generated the database. 
Even if we try  to find all consistent DAGs by appending a backtracking step, 
this wouldn’t help much, since we do not know anything about the goodness 
of the DAGs we find. That means we do not know which DAG is the best. 
Therefore, the tail end of this algorithm needs to be improved.
A ssu m p tio n : G  is D A G  Isom orph ic
A much more important and crucial assumption that is the assumption of 
DAG isomorphy. This means, it is assumed that the database is produced 
by a DAG. More precise, the causes and effects of the underlying systems do 
not have any directed cycles. Only this assumption guarantees that there is 
a unique DAG (unique means up to vee equivalence, i.e. same skeleton and 
same vee structures).
If this assumption is not made then we allow the database to be generated by 
a non-DAG, i.e. cycles are allowed. Let us look at an example and see how 
this influences the result. For example, we could have the following graph 
which is not a DAG: C A D —* B  and A —* B  and D C. Note that 
we have a cycle C —* A —* D —> C. There is no independence statement 
between A and C, A and D, B and D since they are all adjacent. So, we 
could only make one independence statement; that is /(J3, CjA, D). If we 
are given A or D only then one of the chains between B and C is not blocked. 
But if we know both values B and 0  are independent.
Now, let us assume that we extracted this independence statement from 
the database. Then the algorithm constructs in step 2 the following skeleton: 
D ~ B  — A — D — C — A. There are no vee structures since the only none 
adjacent nodes C,B have common neighbors (A and D), and these neighbors 
are in Z. So we have to pick a direction of an edges. Let us say we pick 
C —> A. Now, we can apply rule (a) of step 3 to C —* A ~  B  and we get 
C A  —* B.  No rule applies, so we pick another direction, say C D. 
Note that we found a DAG. The only independence statements that can be 
extracted from this DAG is 7 (B ,C |A ,D ) So, this means when starting out 
with a non-DAG, we could end up with a DAG. In the last step of the algo­
rithm we test whether all independence statements in M are also represented 
by G, and whether all independence statements in G are also in M. We see 
tha t there is no conflict. But this means, if we have a non-DAG as input the 
algorithm could produce a DAG and would not realize that the underlying
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system is not isomorphic to a DAG.
Now the question arises whether non-DAG structures of causes and effects 
really occur in real world. In the very physical sense they do not appear since 
a cause always has to precede its effect. But more interesting problems are 
more complex and need some generalization from this physical point of view. 
There are situations in which we want to describe such a complex model. 
For example if we look at the following example:
A = companies profit 
B  =  employees income 
C = consumption
This example contains an cyclic structure. Let us suppose that the profit 
of the companies in some area increases. This has an influence on the em­
ployees’ income. We would expect that the income also increases. But an 
increased income means that the people also spend more money buying things 
which, in return, influences the companies profit.
This simple example shows that there are quit reasonable situations where 
the underlying structure is cyclic.
The problem with this assumption is that, in general, we do not know whether 
the underlying structure is a DAG or not. Furthermore, the algorithm can 
not find this out for us; as we saw in the example. So if we are working with 
the final causal network we do not really know whether all the assumptions 
are fulfilled. Lam and Bacchus in [7] said it this way: The problem with such 
assumptions is that in general we do not have sufficient information to test 
these assumptions. The underlying distribution is unknown. Hence in prac­
tice these methods offer no guarantees about accuracy of the learned model 
except in rare circumstances where we know something about the distribution.
A ssu m p tio n : N o H id d en  V ariables
This approach also incorporates the assumption that there are no hidden 
causes.
Our actual task is to find the actual underlying network of the causal rela­
tions. For example if we have a medicine problem we want to discover the 
actual relationship between cause and effect of a certain disease. But when
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we get an appropriate database about the disease, we have only certain ob­
servations. But we do not know whether the observed variables alone can 
explain the disease. Rather, it seems very reasonable to assume that there 
are other causes that inhuence our structure.
In this model, however, we assume that we observe all relevant variables, 
.i.e. there are no variables that we are not aware of and that influence the 
structure. Let us look at an example that shows how a hidden variable can 
influence the outcome:
Let us suppose we have the following DAG: D * —E < ~ A —* B - * H - * D  
and C B.  Then we have the following set of independence statements:
7(A ,C |0 )*  I {B, D\H, A)  I {C,D\H,A)
I {A, C\E)  I { B, D\ H, A, C)  I {C, D\ H, M)
I { A, D\ E, H)  I {B, D\ H, E)  I {M,B\A)
I{A,  D\E,  JÏ, C)  J (B , B |B ,  M, C)  7(M , B\H, A)
/ ( A ,  D\E, B)* /(C7, DIB, A)* I{M,  B |B ,  D, A)*
7 ( A ,D |B ,B ,C ) *  / (C ' ,D |B ,B )
Now suppose that the above suppose situation ocuured and we do not 
observe all variables. Let us suppose that we do not observe the variable
H. Then we also can not get any independence statement that has H on 
the left hand side of |. That is the reason why the independence statements 
involving H are not listed in the above table. Independence statements with 
H on the right hand side of | might or might not be observeable. But it is for 
sure that all statements with a * can be observed.
Let us assume that got at least the independence statements with a *. Then 
step 2 of the algorithm gives use the following skeleton : A — B  — D — E  — A  
and C — B.  That means we didn’t observe an independence between D and 
B. In this case we still have the vee structure at B: A B —» C. But there 
no further vee structures obtainable from the set. Thus we have to apply 
the rules (a)-(d). We can apply rule (a) and get an directed edge from B to 
D. But again we can apply rule (a) and get an edge from D to E. A third 
time this rule (a) is to use, but in this time we get a contradiction, since 
we just created an cycle. Thus we follow that the independence statement 
7 ( B ,D |. . . )  must be observable. So let us assume that we also observed this 
statem ent. Then we get a different skeleton from step 2 of the algorithm. 
The skeleton miss the edge from D t o B : M  — A — B — G. In this case we
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would also have only one vee structure. That is, again, the vee structure at 
B. Now no rule is applicable, so we have to pick an edge. We can pick only 
A E.  Then rule (a) would give us an edge from E to D. But here we 
have an independence statement that is not in the set we started out with. 
/((7, D|0) holds in the constructed graph, ut is in our initial set. Thus we, 
again, have a contradiction.
So, this example showed that hidden variables can lead to contradiction in 
the the algorithm and we would conclude that the underlying structure is 
not a DAG. But this is not the case.
A ssu m p tio n : N o A ggregation  o f V ariables
We also assume that we observe all variables as singletons. That means in 
our database we do not have an aggreation of two or more variables. This 
could lead to wrong results. For example suppose that the underlying system 
would have the following structure: W * —X —̂ Y —* Z ~ ^  W.  This graph 
is perfectly correct. But suppose instead of observing X and W as single 
variables we just see them as one variable X'  where we observe combined 
values of both variables. Then we still could have a dependency between X'  
and Y coming from the actual X-Y relationship. And we still could have 
a dependency between Z and X'  coming from Z — W . So we would have 
X'  Y  Z X'.  But this is a cycle even though the actual network
didn’t contain a cycle.
A ssu m p tio n : Big D atab ase
Another major assumption is the assumption of a very large sample space. 
The algorithm heavily depends on correct independence statements. But to 
get the independence statements we have to conduct the test. The prob­
lem is that we do not only want to test I {A,B\Z)  where Z contains only one
variable, we have to conduct the test for all Z such that Z gP( V — {A,  B}).
This requires a big database. In statistics the test is considered as reliable 
only if no more than 20 % of cells in have less than 5 cases; furthermore no 
cell should have less than one element. A cell cooresponds to the number of 
cases where the all the variables that are included in the test take on specific 
instantiation. For example if we test I{A fB \C ,D yE )  then a cell would, for 
example, correspond to A — ü2 , B  = h.|,(7 =  c ,,D  =  ds,E = e,i. And the
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number of cases in the database with such an instatiation sould not be less 
than 5. But to conduct the test we have a cell for every instantiation. I think 
to is easy to see that the more variable are in Z the harder it is to fulfill this 
requirement.
3.2 B a y sia n  A pproach
In this section we wiU describe the approach which is usually called the 
’Baysian Approach’. Cooper and Herskovitz published an algorithm in [8].
3.2 .1  T h e  B a sics  and A ssu m p tio n s
At the end of this section, we wiU present the actual algorithm, but to under­
stand why this algorithm works we have to derive step by step how Cooper 
and Herskovitz derived the actual kernel part, a metric to evaluate the ’good­
ness* of a graph, of this approach.
In this section we have to deal with a lot of variables and indices, and it 
is easy to get lost; therefore, the following table gives an overview over all 
variables we will use later on:
variable instantiations of parents
J • • • Î ®lri r l p a r { X i )
X 2 ®21 » • • • J ®2p2 r2 par{X2)
) • • • » ®3rs r3 par{X-i)
as,', . . . , Xff- ri par {Xi )
%» 2'nl ) • • • » ®nrn rn par{Xn)
Let us assume G is the following graph: X 2 <— —* X 5 and
X 2 —> X3 —> X 4 then we would have the following:
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variable instantiations of m parents
X u , X i 2 r l  =  2 0
® 2 1 i® 2 2 t2 =  2 0
® 31 , ® 32j ®33 v3 = 3 % 1 ,% 2
®41 J ® 42j ®43 r l  =  3 % 3
^51)  ®52» ®53 r2 =  3 ^ 3
3Î61) ®62> X63 r3 =  3
parents instantiation 
of par(X i)
^  of different instantiations 
instantiations of par{Xi)
^  of cases where
X{ — pcir^Xi^ — Wij
par(X i) 1̂ 11, . . . , 'Ŵq̂
par(X 2) ^21J • • • > ̂ 2</2 92
par(Xa) ^31 ) • • • » ̂ 3ga 93
par(X ,) Tüi l , . . , U/iQj 9i Nijk
par(X „) » • • • 5 '^nqn 9n ^njk
Do get more familiar with the notation let us suppose we have the fol­
lowing database:
3 .2 .2  E x a m p le  o f  a D atabase
case %2 % 3 X , X 5
1 x n X2l « 3 1 « 4 1 «51 «61
2 X u X21 «31 « 4 1 « 5 1 «61
3 X u X21 « 3 1 « 4 1 «51 « 6 2
4 Xu X21 «31 « 4 1 « 5 2 « 6 2
5 Xu ®21 « 3 1 « 4 2 « 5 2 « 6 2
6 Xu X21 « 3 1 « 4 2 « 5 2 « 6 2
7 Xu «21 « 3 2 « 4 3 « 5 2 « 6 3
8 «21 « 3 2 « 1 3 « 5 2 « 6 3
9 Xu «21 « 3 2 « 4 3 « 5 3 « 6 3
10 Xu « 2 2 « 3 2 « 4 3 « 5 3 «61
11 Xu « 2 2 « 3 3 « 4 1 « 5 1 «61
12 Xi2 « 2 2 « 3 3 «41 « 5 1 « 6 2
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If we suppose that instead of dots at the end, this would be the whole 
database then we get
parents instantiation 
of par{Xi)
#  of different 
instantiations 
of par(Xi)
#  of cases where
Xi  — ^iktPO'T{^Xi) — Wfj
par{Xi)  = 0 not applicable Niik
par{X2) = 0 not applicable 92
par{X,)  =  {X nX ;} mai, . . . ,  W3 4 93 N'ijk
par{Xt)  = {X3} Ŵ42»'Û 43 9i X4jk
par{Xt)  =  {Jfj} 1̂ 51» ^52» 1 ^ 5 3 92 Xsjk
par(X6) =  {X,} ^61,^62,1^63 93
One interesting case in the table is par(%3). Since X 3  has two parents X i  
and there are 2 * 2 —4 different instantiations mai,tn32, 1̂ 33, which 
are (æn,Z2i ) ,( z n ,Z 22) , (212, 3:21) ,(2:12, 3:22). With this notation we now try 
to simplify the above formula. We are given, as in the algorithm from Pearl 
and Verma, a database DB  = (P, 0 ,5 )  with r  cases. Our aim is to find that 
DAG that generated the database. But this is of course not possible. So 
Cooper and Herskovitz said we want to find the most probable DAG G that 
could have generated the given database DB. Or,
max
a P[G\DB) =
max P{G,DB)  
G P{DB)
where P{DB)  is constant if we have already observed the database. So we 







That means that we have to maximize only P{G, DB).
First of all, we do not want to care about the maximization, but find a 
simpler expression for P{G,  DB).  In the next few steps we try to extract the 
implicit information tha t is given by writing P[G, DB).  However, we need 
to make some assumptions to extract all this implicit knowledge. But let us 
go step by step. If we go back and think about what actually characterizes a 
causal network we see that we need a graph and conditional probabilities for
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a node given its parents. If want to find out which causal network actually 
produced the database then not only the graph is of importance but also the 
corresponding conditional probabilities. So we could reformulate the problem 
as follows:
P [G ,D B)  =  I  f (G ,D B ,P o )d P a
Pa
where Pq is the list of variables corresponding to the conditional probabilities 
of the graph G.
E x am p le  3.14 f  Pg J
Let us say we have the following graph G: C A B  
T h e n  P g  =  { P c \a , P b \a ) .  So
P ( G , D B ) =  J  J  f{G,DB,PG)iPBiAdPc\A
Pc\A Pb \A
Now, since we have this, we can multiply two times by one to get
P{G ,D B )  = I  f{G)dPo
P a  ' ------------------------- V ------------------------------------- V ------- '
= f ( D B \ G , P a )  = f ( P a \ G )
The parts of this big formula have a nice interpretation. But first let us make 
the first assumption:
A ssu m p tio n : D isc re te  D a ta b ase  [ discrete database ]
We assume that all the variables in the database take only discrete values
Now since we know that all the cases have discrete values, we can write 
/ {D B IG jPg) as P{D B\G,P g ) and f{G)  as P(G ), since in the discrete case 
the density function is equal to the probability function. So we have
P (G ,D B )  =  j  P{DB\G,Pa)f(Pa\G)P(,G)dPG
Pa
^In Olesen [9] there is described how we can transform continuous variables into discrete 
values.
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Now we can interprète the components of this formula:
P (D B \G jPg) : is the probability that the database DB occured if the un­
derlying graph is G and the attached conditional probabilities are Pa
/ ( P g \G) : is the likelihood of the conditional probabilities if we know that 
G is the underlying graph
P(G) : is the a-priori probability of the graph G.
Now we have to split up the terms even further, since right now we still do 
not have any access to the cases of the database. If we assume that the cases 
occur independently of each, we can get closer to the actual data. So:
A ssu m p tio n : In d e p e n d e n t Cases [ independent cases ]
We assume that the cases in the data database occur independently of each 
other.
W ith this assumption we can get:
P(D B \G ,P g) = n P M G , P a )
h = l
where s/, is the case in the database. So the independence of the cases 
allow us to write the probability of the database as the product of the prob­
abilities of the cases.
But stiU, we do not know what the probability of P(s/i|G, Pq) is. If we make 
an further assumption, however, we get another step closer to what we want.
A ssu m p tio n : G  is D A G  [ G is a DAG ]
We assume that the underlying graph is a DAG.
With this assumption we can incorporate what we know about a causal 
network. The main theorem tells us, to determine the joint probability in a
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causal network we only need to know all the conditional probabilities of a 
node given its parents. In our cases we have n nodes . . .,%»}, so we 
replace P ( s/,|(?,Pg ) by
n
n  =  sn{Xi)\par{Xi) = Sh{par{Xt)), Pa)
1=1
where is the actual value of Xi in case A of the database, and s/,(par(X/))
is the actual value of par[X[) in case h. For example, if we look at the 
database and the subgraph Xg <— X3 —> X\  of the above example we get 
^^(Xs) =  Z32 since in the 7*̂  case of the database X 3 takes the value Z32. 
The parents of X 3 are X \  and Xg and thus S7 {par{X.i)) = (æii,zgi) since Xi 
take the value ajn and Xg takes the value Xgi in the 7̂ '' case.
So with this notation we can write :
P(DB\G,  i>c) =  n  n  P(.X, = s,(X,)\par{X,) = s^{par{X,)), Pa)
h=\1=1
Here G vanished on the given side, since we expressed G in terms of nodes 
given its parents. (Note that this is enough to describe a DAG).
We can proceed in a similar way to split the expression up. But the next 
steps are less intuitive and can be looked up in Cooper and Herskovitz*s 
paper [8].
Finally everything is expressed in basic terms and the integral over Pa  can 
be taken. The result is stated in the main theorem of their paper:
T h eo rem  3.15 (Cooper and Herskovitz) f  P{G,DB)]
Let
D B  —  (V ,Q ,5) : database; defined as usually 
a  ^  {V ,E )P  : DAG
Then ^
W ith this theorem we now have a metric to estimate the goodness of a 
graph. So given two DAGs G and G'  we can decide which graph is more 
probable. We only have to apply 3.17 to all possible DAGs with n nodes.
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Then take the one that has the highest probability. Or, in mathematical 
terms :
But there is one problem, the space consisting of all possible DAGs is too 
big. Robinson worked out the following recursive formula.
T h eo rem  3.16 (Robinson 1977)
The number of different DAGs with n nodes is given by
[ #  of DAGs]
/(2 )  =  3 
/ ( « )  =  /(« -« ■ )
f {n )  grows very fast as the following table shows:









So, we have too many graphs. One way to reduce the number of graphs 
is to put onanother constraint. Cooper and Herskovitz propose to require an 
ancestral ordering.
A ssu m p tio n ; A n ce s tra l O rd e rin g  [ ancestral ordering ]
We assume, in addition to the database there is also an ancestral ordering of 
the nodes given.
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Given the ancestral ordering the number of graphs reduces substantially. 
But for gaining the advantage we have to pay a price. In practice it is not 
always easy to provide a node ordering. With this requirement we need at 
least an semi-expert on the field of interest. This expert does not have to 
know the actual causal relationship between the nodes, but he needs to have 
a rough understanding of which nodes definitely precede other nodes. Such 
an expert is not always available, and thus this assumption restricts the area 
of application substantially. But in return, we get a more feasible problem, 
that means a more reasonable number of DAGs which we have to evaluate. 
The next theorem shows how many possible graphs are there.
T h eo re m  3.17 [ ancestral ordering J
The number of different DAGs with n nodes that have and the ancestral 
ordering , . . . ,  X„} is
2(;) =  2“V ‘.
But even this number is too big. If we have to evaluate all graphs the 
time complexity is still exponential. So let us look at what the actual problem 
was. The actual problem was to maximize
Now we want to make one further assumption. That is the assumption that 
we do not favor any graph at the beginning. That means that the probability 
for all graphs is the same for us. In other words, we consider P{G) being 
constant.
A ssu m p tio n : Favor N o  G ra p h  [ P{G) is constant ]
We assume that P{G)  is constant, i.e. a priori we do not favor any graph G.
W ith this assumption we can move the P{G) term outside of the maxi­
mization. We have
Now we can do something else. If we think of what it means to maximize 
over the all graphs G, we find out that a DAG is uniquely determined if we
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know all the nodes and its parents. So we could replace by )-
To maximize tha t function we need only to find all the parents that maximize 
the inner product. So, we can move the maximization inside to get
P {D B, G) “  n  par(XO A  ( 4  + r, -  1)! A  (3'2)
' -------------------------------------------------------V--------------------------------------------------------'
g(i,par(Aj))
Now we have reached the finial version. In the algorithm we will use the 
part that is denoted by g(i,par(Xi)).  But before we present the actual al­
gorithm let us consider the complexity. We have to take the maximization 
over all possible sets of parents. For n nodes there are 2"“* possible parents 
sets. So the complexity of computing par(Xi))  is 0(m n^r2” ) where
•  r  is the number of elements in the database
• m is maximum of r i , . . .  ,r„  ( the number of different instantiations of 
the variables X i , . . . ,  X„
• n is the number of variables
But still, we have exponential complexity in the number of variables. In 
application this is often solved by reducing the number of possible parents 
to u. This seems reasonable in some applications. So if we restrict our­
selves to only u parents then the complexity becomes 0(m n^rT (u ,n ) )  where
T (u ,n ) =  £  ("). For example if we take u = 2 then we get T (n ,u )  ~
a = l  *
and 0(mn^rn'^). If we take u =  3 then we get T (n ,u )  ~  and O(mn^rn^).  
But in most cases this restriction is not possible, so Cooper and Herskovitz 
decided to use a heuristic to find a probable graph G.
T h e  A lg o rith m  [ Cooper and Herskovitz J
As stated before the algorithm is based on the function g{i,par[Xi)). Since 
we are not able to evaluate all possible parent sets, we can not realize the 
maximization part of 3.2. But we can use the function g{i,par{Xi)) to find 
the probability of the current set of parents. So the idea is for every node X{ 
we start out with an empty parent set pa rx f  Then we compute g(i,pur(% ,))
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for all nodes that are ordered before Xi  (Since this are the only candidates for 
being a parent). We fix that node that maximizes g(iypar(Xi)) and denote 
that node by Z. Then we test this probability with the probability of the old 
parent set. If adding Z  the to parent set improves the probability we put 
Z in the set; otherwise we stop looking for parents of Xi,  and start finding 
parents of the next node X i+i.
Now lets present the algorithm:
INPUT :
• V  = { X i , .  . . ,X „ }  ordered set of variables
• u upper bound on the number of parents ( n  = u possible)
•  D B  = (V ,D ,S)  database of size r  
OUTPUT
• parents of each node
FOR := 1 TO n { for all nodes
1. parxi := 0 { we start out with an empty parent set }
2 . P o L D g i h P a r i X i ) )
3. stop := FALSE
4. WHILE NOT stop AND \parxi\ < u
(a) P n e w  := 0
(b) FOR j  := 1 TO i { for all nodes X j  that are odered before Xi
i. IF P n e w  < g ( j , ) U {Z})
A. P n e w  U {Z})
B. Z  :=  Xj
ii. ENDIF
(c) ENDFOR
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(d) IF Pn e w  > Fold
i- Fold := Fn e w
ii. parXi :=  parx. 0  {Z}
(e) ELSE
i. stop := TRUE
(f) ENDIF
5. ENDWHILE
E x am p le  3.18 Cooper and Herskovitz
Cooper and Herskovitz applied their algorithm to the so called ALARM 
network. This network consist of 37 nodes and 46 edges. All nodes or 
variables have between 2 and 4 instantiations. With the help of the Monte 
Carlo method they produced a database of 10,000 cases. When running 
their algorithm they restricted the number of parents to 4. The algorithm 
recovered the network in 16 and a half minutes. One edge was missing and 
there was one extra edge.
3 .3  C om p arison  o f  B o th  A lg o r ith m s
In this section we want to summarize and compare both algorithms.
The motivation of both algorithms is completely different. Pearl and Verma 
on the one hand tried to tackle to the problem from a psychological or philo­
sophical point of view. They started out by formalizing causation. In an 
earlier paper [5] they say We . . .  show that, contrary to common folklore, 
genuine causal influence can he distinguished from spurious covariations fol­
lowing standard norms of inductive reasoning. Cooper and Herskovitz on 
the other hand tackled the problem from a pure mathematical point of view. 
They tried to And the most probable graph. Since learning is a very a very 
hard problem, both algorithms have essential restrictions. Cooper and Her 
skovitz’s most essential restriction is the need for a node ordering. In practice, 
it would be hard to always provide such an ordering. Pearl and Verma’s al­
gorithm does not really provide the desired solution. We And only a graph 
that is has the same skeleton and the same vee structures as the graph that 
actually created the database. Furthermore, this approach heavily depends
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on the correct independence statements, but these are only reliable if the 
database is large. Both algorithms require the underlying structure to be a 
DAG. Since can apply the result only if we have a DAG (only in this case 
are we able to propagate belief in our network), this assumption wouldn’t 
be too burdened, but since neither of the algorithms would find out that the 
underlying structure is not an DAG we never know whether the assumptions 




• no hidden variables 
(solution theoretically possible)
• cases occur independently
• ordering of nodes is given
• all DAGs G have equal prior 
probability
• there is no prior bias on the 
conditional probabilities
•  large database required
• final result satisfactory
Pearl and Verma
• discrete values
•  DAG isomorphy
• no hidden variables




# large database required
• final result impractical
But even though both approaches seem to suffer from their substantial 
assumptions one should recognize this field of research is relatively new. So 
these algorithm should be seen as a first step. Singh and Valtorta, for ex­
ample, presented an interesting algorithm that combined both approaches. 
They use the method from Verma and Pearl for finding an ordering of the 
nodes and then used the metric that was derived by Cooper and Herskovitz 
to find a probable graph. They also applied their algorithm in two different 
versions to the ALARM network. So without an node ordering given, their 
first version recovered 45 edges. One edges was missing, two incorrectly ori­
ented and 14 extra edges were found. Their second version of the algorithm 
recovered 44 edges. So, two edges were missing, two incorrectly oriented and 
two extra edges were found. However, the metric from Cooper and Her­
skovitz ranked the result of the first version of the algorithm higher than the 
result of the second one.
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